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This report has been written to introduce you to the concepts of astrology and how to get started in relationship astrology. Astrology is a complex and meaningful science which takes years to study and apply successfully; however, we would like to whet your appetite with this report,
and encourage you to deepen your understanding through other means.
Astrology is a study of the connection between planets and life on Earth. It is based on a concept that energy patterns form between other plan-

ets and Earth and that these energies affect our lives as individuals and communities.
An astrological chart, also known as a horoscope, natal chart, or birth chart, records the relationship between the planets and the signs of the
Zodiac. Charts can be calculated for the birth of a person, a community, an event or anything that seems momentous. The horoscope is as individual and unique as a fingerprint.
When using these interpretations, please bear in mind that, inevitably, every chart will contain some contradictory influences, and as a result
certain interpretations of different items in the same chart may seem difficult to reconcile. However, this may still be an accurate reflection your
chart, as it is likely that you do experience conflicting desires, events and circumstances in your life. Usually it is the responsibility of an astrologer to synthesise these apparent contradictions in order to present a cohesive and realistic interpretation of the dilemmas of the chart.
Please also be aware of the fact that each person has positive and negative influences in the chart, and therefore in their lives. The challenge is to
accept and overcome the negative influences, so that we can successfully focus on the positive traits. This report outlines the influence of both
people's charts on each other. This is called relationship synastry meaning the comparison of two horoscopes and the correlations discovered. It
is likely that the report will show both the strengths and weaknesses of the relationship synastry. Any advice given is meant to be an aid to a
person taking responsibility for their own lives and their own choices within a relationship. The ultimate decision rests with each individual. The
author and publisher accept no liability for any adverse affects of this report.
Australian astrologer Stephanie Johnson has written the text in this report. Stephanie holds a Bachelor of Arts (Journalism) and was a journalist in Australia, England and the USA for 15 years before becoming a professional astrologer. She is currently a consulting astrologer, is Company Director of Esoteric Technologies Pty Ltd in Adelaide, Australia and Editor of the Australian Data Collection. She holds the FAA Practitioners' qualification and was a former editor of the Journal of the Federation of Australian Astrologers. Stephanie has also completed the
Robert Zoller Certificate in Medieval Astrology. In 2000 she was awarded an FAA Diploma for her share in the development of the Solar Fire
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ASPECT from KEITH URBAN to NICOLE KIDMAN

Keith's Moon Conjunction Nicole's Mercury
Orb 1°24' Applying

This is an ideal combination for a personal relationship in which two people enjoy ease of communication. Keith and Nicole enjoy each other's
company because they are able to communicate comfortably. They enjoy discussions and are not concerned about arguments. Many personal
relationships fail simply because two people are unable to communicate both their thoughts and feelings. The synastry of these two planets
means that Keith and Nicole are able to tell each other not only what they are thinking, but also how they are feeling. They are able to do so in
a manner that is not threatening or hurtful to each other. Therefore Keith and Nicole are both safe in the knowledge that they are not going to
overreact, trampling on each other's feelings. Likewise Keith and Nicole are easily able to acknowledge the value of the each other's thoughts
and feelings. At times Keith and Nicole may even feel they are telepathic together, seemingly not needing words to communicate but understanding each other's unspoken thoughts. Together Keith and Nicole are able to take a balanced approach combining passion and reason. They
have an understanding and rapport that enables them to clarify their own thoughts and feelings. Keith is likely to be the more intuitive of the
two, while Nicole is likely to rely more on the intellect when communicating.

Keith's Moon Square Nicole's Mars
Orb 0°42' Separating

In astrology Mars is the planet of drive and determination whereas the Moon is the planet of feelings. When these two planets form certain
patterns the combination can be volatile. In this case there is a lot of friction in the relationship. Keith is likely to feel overpowered by Nicole.
Keith often wonders why he is so easily upset by Nicole. No matter how hard he tries to calm his emotions Nicole just seems to trigger
heated feelings. Keith feels a strong attraction to Nicole, but he is also aware that this is a troubled association. It is likely that Keith believes
that Nicole lacks sensitivity to his feelings. Nicole also senses the friction, but is perhaps not so bothered by it. Nicole is more concerned because at times Keith seems like a wet blanket. Nicole's patience is tested because she feels that she has to console Keith's feelings before she
can achieve her goals in life. Nicole also feels a certain excitement in this association, but is aware that the tension can be an obstacle to fulfilment. If both Keith and Nicole are aware of the problems and face them with honesty then an understanding can be reached and a rewarding
relationship result. When this occurs both Keith and Nicole begin to feel that their lives have become more effervescent with the advent of this
relationship. This combination is most difficult for a deeply personal relationship such as marriage or a close personal friendship. It can be advantageous for a working relationship that requires a lot of hard work and energy. For instance, building a house together may be a good way of
using the energy of this combination.

Keith's Moon Sextile Nicole's Uranus
Orb 0°58' Applying

The saying 'expect the unexpected' could be applied to this combination of Keith and Nicole's planets. There is an element of excitement and
adventure when Keith and Nicole get together. They both enjoy the thrill of being in each other's company exploring new territories together.
Many relationships start with the thrill and ardour of romance only to have it fade with the routine of daily life. However, Keith and Nicole
know how to keep the exhilaration for the long term. In particular Keith is very attracted to Nicole, acknowledging that Nicole adds a lot of
spice to his life. He feels life is more joyful since he has met Nicole. Keith may be the one to nurture some of Nicole's more adventurous plans or
he may simply enjoy going along for the ride. Nicole feels that Keith gives her companionship and comfort prompting her to new heights of innovative ideas and activities. It's possible that both Keith and Nicole enjoy an unusual and innovative hobby or work project. This is a fun combination for a personal union, but will need other connections between two people's planets to cement a long-term intimate relationship. This combination is also ideal for less personal relationships such as friendships or a working project that requires creative and innovative ideas.

Keith's Moon Trine Nicole's Neptune
Orb 2°31' Applying

Romance is a major theme in a union which involves the Moon and the planet Neptune. With this combination of planets Keith and Nicole
both feel that they are meant to be together. Perhaps they believe that it is a union of their souls. This is the height of romantic love. Keith and
Nicole intuitively understand each other and as a result their relationship proceeds from the start in a gentle and loving manner. They may simply enjoy relaxing in each other's company or together Keith and Nicole may enjoy creative and harmonious pastimes which enhance their union
bringing joy and fulfilment. They could work jointly on an artistic, musical or spiritual project, or simply share an inspirational hobby. Either
way, they are drawn to each other in a way that is not logical. At times they may even feel as though they have a psychic connection. Keith feels
inspired by Nicole to the point of longing to be in Nicole's company. Nicole intuitively understands Keith's emotional needs and relates to
Keith in a caring manner. This is a harmonious relationship. Problems can occur if Keith becomes overly dependent on Nicole. However, on the
whole it augurs well for a personal relationship which thrives on mutual love and understanding.

Keith's Moon Sextile Nicole's Pluto
Orb 1°26' Separating

This is an intense and powerful relationship. Keith and Nicole feel a strong attraction to each other, one that seems to constantly draw them
together. Sexual attraction may be powerful. Keith's and Nicole's deep feelings for each other need to be nurtured in a loving manner in order for
the union to be long lasting. This relationship can be a positive or a negative experience, depending on how Keith and Nicole handle intense feelings. Some individuals thrive on intensity, while others feel threatened and powerless. Keith is likely to feel that Nicole has transformed his life
in some way. It's possible that Nicole has changed the way that Keith feels about the world, making him conscious of things that have been bub-

bling under the surface for a long time. Life is not the same for Keith once he encounters Nicole. Keith is able to see through the explosive behaviour to the true heart of Nicole and to nurture Nicole's goodness in ways that she has not previously encountered. As a result Nicole deeply appreciates the emotional support offered by Keith. This is indeed a passionate union.

Keith's Sun Trine Nicole's Sun
Orb 2°23' Separating

When two people's Sun signs are connecting in a positive manner it augurs well for any relationship. However, it is an ideal combination for a
close, personal relationship whether it be a close friendship or love relationship. There is an instant rapport and the two people seem to shine
more in their own lives as a result of such a connection. Keith and Nicole enjoy each other's company and feel that the other person is giving
something special to the relationship, adding a little sunshine to their lives. Keith and Nicole probably experienced an instant attraction when
they first met, warming to each other's personalities. This is because Keith and Nicole have a lot in common and tend to view the world in the
same fashion. Sharing a common purpose they work and play well together. It is easy for them to co-operate, creating harmony in shared enterprises and activities. In fact Keith and Nicole are likely to experience luck and good fortune in joint projects. There can be a tendency for friendly
rivalry, but this usually brings out the best in both Keith and Nicole. All in all it is a very successful combination of personal planets.

Keith's Sun Square Nicole's Jupiter
Orb 3°47' Applying

The Sun and the favourable planet Jupiter are combining, suggesting that this relationship is blessed with good fortune and a happiness in the
short term; however, a long-term relationship may be fraught with insecurities. Initially Keith and Nicole feel a strong sense of togetherness,
sharing many new and varied activities. Both Keith and Nicole feel that the other person is contributing positively to their lives. They feel more
alive within this union. Gradually the excitement wears off and they become aware that they have very different philosophies on life. Whereas
once Keith felt that her life purpose was expanded by the forward moving energy of Nicole, now he feels that Nicole doesn't know when to stop.
He becomes aware that Nicole's values are very different and that this is hindering his ability to express his full potential. Nicole was once excited by the strength of Keith's purpose in life. However, now Nicole feels that her path is being blocked by Keith's stubborn personality. This
combination brings benefits to the couple in the first throes of the relationship, but it is going to take work to maintain the relationship. The long
-term success of this association depends on other connections between Keith and Nicole.

Keith's Sun Quincunx Nicole's Chiron
Orb 1°37' Separating

This combination of the Sun and the asteroid Chiron is a difficult one, presenting both Keith and Nicole with the challenge of reassessing their
life goals in order that they may head in new directions. This relationship is a significant one enabling both Keith and Nicole to grow and

change, but only after some soul searching. As a result of this union Keith may discover new talents and a new sense of self and Nicole may find
a new role as a teacher or healer. However, initially they have to overcome old hurts which stand in the way of honest communication. The path
to greater self-understanding is not always smooth and this relationship is one of the lessons on the journey. Through delving into past hurts,
this union can be a healing one and through each other Keith and Nicole can learn valuable lessons. It is important that Keith and Nicole develop compassion and understanding for each other. Otherwise they may unwittingly contribute to further emotional pain.

Keith's Sun Conjunction Nicole's Ascendant
Orb 4°57' Applying

It is significant in relationship astrology when one person's planet makes contact with the Ascendant in another person's chart. In this case
Keith's Sun is combining with Nicole's Ascendant indicating that this is a significant personal relationship. Keith and Nicole feel strongly
drawn to each other, experiencing a sense of completeness in each other's company. Keith can really shine through his association with Nicole.
He appreciates the benefits that this union brings into his life and the way in which Nicole helps him achieve his personal goals. In turn Nicole
has a greater sense of well-being through her association with Keith. She welcomes the sunnier aspects of Keith's personality and appreciates
their mutual respect and affection. While this combination is most likely to indicate an intimate love union, it can also augur well for friendships,
family relationship and work associations.

Keith's Sun Opposition Nicole's North Node
Orb 2°52' Applying

Destiny plays a strong role in Keith and Nicole's relationship. There is an instant attraction, a spark that ignites the feelings of both Keith and
Nicole. However, fate can a cruel mistress. This relationship is fraught with problems that Keith and Nicole find difficult to understand and
solve. In particular Nicole feels that his light is hidden under bushel. She struggles to express [his/her/] true self. Perhaps Nicole owes Keith a
favour that seems never to be full repaid or may Nicole has an inexplicable sense of responsibility for Keith. Whatever the scenario both Keith
and Nicole face certain challenges before reaching a full understanding of this union.

Keith's Mercury Trine Nicole's Mercury
Orb 4°53' Separating

Communication plays a central role in the success of any relationship whether it be a love union, friendship or work association. This combination indicates a meeting of true minds. Keith and Nicole are able to converse easily with each other, sharing the stimulation of exchanging
thoughts and opinions. Perhaps they also share a similar outlook on life. Keith and Nicole understand each other and feel at ease together, enjoying each other's company. Lively conversations and shared pastimes feature in this relationship. They are able to appreciate each other's sense
of humour and make light of any difficult arguments, often finding a creative way of approaching problematic subjects. In other words this is a

harmonious combination and augurs well for the relationship. It is likely that Keith and Nicole's communication takes the form of letter writing
or the exchanging of notes, or perhaps even electronic mail. Whatever the form of communication it is important that both Keith and Nicole
keep in touch. This is an ideal combination for a personal love relationship and friendship. It is also beneficial for a work association, which requires an intelligent and energetic approach to a joint project or task.

Keith's Mercury Square Nicole's Venus
Orb 1°40' Applying

A positive blend of the personal planets of Mercury and Venus is a desirable one for an intimate union, and certainly advantageous to any association that requires harmony and collaboration. Therefore it is unfortunate that this combination is a difficult one. This association of planets
indicates incompatibility in a relationship. No matter how hard Keith and Nicole try they find it hard to relax in each other's company. Disharmony seems to infiltrate their union at every turn. The problem is that Keith and Nicole simply cannot find any common ground for agreement.
Their opinions and values clash, which makes any shared activities fraught with tension. In particular Nicole feels that she is subjected to
Keith's unnecessary criticism. Nicole feels unappreciated and lonely, unable to share warm and loving moment required in her relationship. On
the other hand Keith believes that he cannot express his opinions freely without being misunderstood. Keith loses confidence in his communication abilities and possibly withdraws his attention from the relationship. The extent of the difficulties in this relationship depends on other aspects of Keith and Nicole's association. The positive side is that Keith and Nicole are attracted to each and can work towards improving their
communication skills. In this way they may learn to value each other.

Keith's Mercury Sesquisquare Nicole's Chiron
Orb 1°17' Applying

This is a difficult combination of the planet Mercury and the asteroid Chiron. Keith and Nicole have difficulty communicating in a manner that
is rewarding. Instead they seem to hurt each other's feelings through saying the wrong thing. In particular Nicole seems to upset Keith. The
problem is that old hurtful memories surface in this relationship. Keith and Nicole have subconsciously attracted each other in order to learn
valuable life lessons, but the journey is not smooth. Keith is particularly sensitive to the words used by Nicole, and has difficulty listening with
emotional calm. Keith may accuse Nicole of being insensitive and uncaring; however, Nicole feels wrongfully accused. She genuinely struggles
to find a better way of communicating what she means. These misunderstandings could lead to a breakdown in the relationship, or they could
finally result in a better understanding of themselves and each other. Either way compassion is a key ingredient to successfully overcoming past
hurts and developing loving communication.

Keith's Mercury Conjunction Nicole's Neptune
Orb 6°00' Separating

This is an inspirational relationship whether it be a romance, friendship or a creative working partnership. Both Keith and Nicole feel excited by
this union. Their imaginations are enlivened. In particular Keith's ideas are encouraged by Nicole's creative input, enabling him to better express
himself. It's possible that they work together on a creative project. Communication has an easy flow, more intuitive than concrete. Keith and
Nicole establish an empathetic bond which enables them both to exchange their thoughts and feelings with ease. If involved in a romantic liaison then Keith and Nicole are likely to feel very much in love, viewing their union through rose-coloured glasses. Whatever the nature of the relationship, it is likely that Keith and Nicole share an interest in the arts, a spiritual path or a philanthropic activity.

Keith's Mercury Sextile Nicole's Pluto
Orb 2°02' Separating

An intense relationship is the result of this combination of the planets Mercury and Pluto, with communication playing a key role. Consequently it is vital that both Keith and Nicole communicate honestly, keeping all emotions and thoughts out in the open. This helps them to keep
the relationship dynamic rather than volcanic. If Keith and Nicole enjoy penetrating discussions and passionate pastimes then all is well. If they
don't then their union could become overwhelming, particularly for Keith. Together they experience a change of perception which is ultimately
rewarding, although initially could be disruptive. Notably Nicole challenges Keith's way of viewing the world. This can be an excellent combination for personal and spiritual growth. Consequently it is an ideal combination for a therapist and client relationship. It can also be beneficial
for an intimate relationship or friendship, if both partners enjoy intensity, and a demanding working association.

Keith's Venus Square Nicole's Moon
Orb 1°59' Separating

When planets combine unfavourably in personal relationships it can produce either sparks, which excite both parties, or friction. Either way a
challenge is presented which needs to be met in order to succeed in the long term. With this combination Nicole and Keith have difficulty expressing their feelings and often feel misunderstood by each other. Nicole and Keith have trouble relaxing and feeling at ease with each other.
There is a lack of harmony that troubles them. Nicole and Keith sometimes feel that they are battling to find shared activities that they can
both enjoy. In extreme cases they may feel that they are fighting against the other person's involvement with an absorbing pastime. Or perhaps
they feel that their partner stands in the way of them really enjoying their own pleasurable pursuits. No matter how much Nicole and Keith
want to enjoy themselves, their partner seems to be standing in opposition, or determined to do their own thing. Depending on other aspects of
their relationship and the nature of the combination of these planets, this can be a real problem. It's also likely that they have difficulty deciding
how to save and spend their money. Nicole is likely to feel some insecurity in the relationship. Keith is likely to feel that the Nicole's feelings
and insecurities are holding him back from relating to other people and the world in the way that he wants. On a more positive note this combi-

nation can add a spark to life and keep Nicole and Keith willing to resolve difficulties to a satisfactory conclusion.

Keith's Venus Conjunction Nicole's Uranus
Orb 4°48' Applying

This combination of planets indicates an instant and vital magnetism. It is the type of attraction in which Keith and Nicole take one look at
each other across a crowded room and feel the sparks. Romance is alight and the relationship develops at a rapid rate. Friends are amazed as the
couple's union becomes more and more intense. In the short term this relationship provides fun, excitement and stimulation for both Keith and
Nicole. The long-term scenario depends on other aspects of their relationship and the ability of both Keith and Nicole to respect each other's
need for autonomy. It is all too easy for the initial flame to burn out of control. For this reason this combination of planets can be more prominent
in relationships that contain the intrigue of a love affair, rather than the stability of a long-term union. Keith feels particularly struck by Cupid's
arrow, ignited by the very presence of Nicole. He wants his love to be strong enough to keep the spark of excitement in the relationship. However, Nicole is hard to pin down and is likely to become bored once the initial excitement starts to fade unless she is given plenty of room to be
independent. It may be difficult for Nicole to make a commitment to this relationship unless she is given the freedom to inspire Keith without
feeling tied down to promises. A strong bond can be achieved if Keith and Nicole can find the right balance between intimacy and personal freedom. If this is achieved then they can both enjoy a long-term relationship full of joy and romance.

Keith's Venus Conjunction Nicole's Pluto
Orb 2°23' Applying

Intense emotions are central to this relationship. Keith and Nicole feel a passionate attraction to each other, a compelling need to be together.
Sexual magnetism plays an important role in the initial stages of the union and continues, even through times of emotional difficulties. It is also
possible that Keith and Nicole share an artistic or creative pursuit about which they are both ardent. Whatever the outlet for the emotions, the
key is intensity. On the whole this combination of the planets Venus and Pluto has a positive influence on any association, but it can be overpowering in some instances. If both Keith and Nicole enjoy intensity then this relationship positively transforms both their lives. Together they
embrace the changes that challenge any relationship. If one of them dislikes emotional upheaval, then there are likely to be problems. In particular Keith may feel overwhelmed at times by the force of his own emotions or the power of Nicole's personality. At other times Keith enjoys
learning about how to be more influential in his life. Nicole feels more powerful as a result of this union with Keith, more able to achieve her ambitions.

Keith's Mars Opposition Nicole's Sun
Orb 2°46' Separating

This is a relationship that begins with a fanfare and ends with a bang. This fiery combination of the Sun and the planet Mars is a difficult one.

Any relationship with this combination is likely to be difficult to maintain unless there are other more positive connections. There is much excitement when Nicole and Keith first get together; an electric sexual energy pulsates between both of them. Both Nicole and Keith feel a rush of
energy when in each other's company. However, this quickly becomes friction because Nicole and Keith are trying to head in different directions.
Conflict is likely. The problem is that Nicole feels overpowered by the demands of Keith, and unable to positively express herself in this union.
The frustration can build to the point where Nicole's attitude aggravates Keith. Nicole feels that her personality is squashed by Keith. Keith is
frustrated by the demands of Nicole, feeling unable to pursue his goals. In the end the sexual attraction may fail to be enough to maintain a long
-term intimate union. Depending on other connections in this relationship Nicole and Keith may finally decide to end their association. They
may need to seek counsel on how to resolve conflict, which at times could be quite fiery.

Keith's Mars Square Nicole's Chiron
Orb 2°00' Separating

This is a difficult and painful combination of the planet Mars and Chiron. Keith and Nicole have difficulty overcoming past hurts and failures
in their relationships. As a result their unresolved problems have an impact on this union. In particular Nicole's insecurities have a profound effect on this liaison. Nicole is sensitive because of bad experiences in previous relationships. This causes problems in this association, because
unwittingly Nicole reacts pessimistically to certain aspects of Keith's behaviour. Unless Keith always behaves in an understanding and compassionate manner, Nicole takes offence. This is because Nicole is predisposed to view Keith's actions in a negative light. It is possible that
Keith lacks sympathy to Nicole's problems, but not necessarily so. The onus is on both Keith and Nicole to become aware of the problems so
that they can heal these problems from the past and progress in a more joyful manner in their relationship.

Keith's Mars Trine Nicole's North Node
Orb 2°29' Applying

This combination of the planet Mars and the North Node indicates a fiery and fated relationship. This association makes a strong impact on
both Keith and Nicole whether they are lovers or enemies. It is also possible that Keith and Nicole are involved in a dramatic or energetic project together. Whatever the path of this relationship, it is destined to change the course of their lives, in particular that of Nicole. Passion and
an intense desire to relate may be central to this relationship. However, it is also possible that arguments and violence are at the core of this association. The challenge for both Keith and Nicole is to keep this association lively and positive so that fate can play its hand for the best possible outcome. In fact Nicole may benefit directly through the role that Keith plays in her life.

Keith's Jupiter Sextile Nicole's Sun
Orb 1°57' Separating

The Sun and the favourable planet Jupiter are combining suggesting that this relationship is blessed with good fortune and happiness. It is an

ideal combination for an intimate relationship such as marriage because it indicates shared philosophies on life and the ability to grow together.
Together Nicole and Keith land on their feet no matter how difficult a situation. They seem destined to be in the right place at the right time.
Nicole and Keith enjoy each other's company, feeling all of the benefits that come with this union. Their optimism and enthusiasm are infectious, and as a couple they are popular. In particular Nicole shines as a result of her association with Keith. Nicole feels able to embrace life and
all it has to offer. She is aware that her union with Keith is truly blessed and that it helps her to achieve her full potential. Keith knows that his
horizons are continually expanding through his association with Nicole. Keith feels able to conquer the world. In fact it is likely that both
Nicole and Keith enjoy travelling, studying or teaching together. They enjoy sharing anything that expands their minds and contributes positively to their lives.

Keith's Jupiter Quincunx Nicole's Chiron
Orb 1°11' Separating

With this combination it is difficult for Keith and Nicole to maintain a long-term relationship because they have conflicting ethics. Their past
experiences have taught each of them certain values and Keith and Nicole find it hard to reconcile their differences. This could be particularly
true when it comes to religious values. The challenge is to respect each other and learn from their differences. Nicole is more likely to have difficulty in this association because she is more sensitive to the conflicts. Whereas Keith is more likely to take a philosophical and optimistic approach to the problems. A beneficial and joyful relationship can result if Keith and Nicole are able to close the door on problems and hurts from
previous relationship and enter into this liaison with a sense of joy. Together they can heal each other's emotional pain, gaining understanding
and insights into relating.

Keith's Jupiter Trine Nicole's North Node
Orb 3°17' Applying

The North Node indicates a significant and ordained contact. The planet Jupiter casts a beneficial influence. Therefore this is a positive and
uplifting combination for any relationship. Keith and Nicole enjoy each other's company, both benefiting from the joy that is destined to enter
their lives through this liaison. It is possible that Keith and Nicole meet while travelling, at a place of higher learning, in a sports arena or
through a philosophical or religious organisation. Together they enjoy exploring any or all of these avenues of joint interests. Fate has smiled on
this relationship.

Keith's Saturn Trine Nicole's Moon
Orb 6°23' Separating

A connection between the planet Saturn and the Moon is important. Saturn is the planet of commitment and stability and is often found in relationships that are long lasting. In other words a serious planet such as Saturn is needed for a serious, meaningful union. Nicole and Keith are

satisfied with the relationship and are willing to persist through troubled times realising that the rewards are great. A satisfying long-term relationship results from their patience and persistence. Together Nicole and Keith are somewhat reserved, perhaps even withdrawing a little from
society to enjoy the benefits of their relationship. They are aware that their relationship is one of the most important building blocks in their
lives. There is a certain maturity in this relationship. Perhaps Nicole and Keith have formed this relationship later in life when they can truly
appreciate each other and the life that they are building together. Nicole feels that Keith is offering security and maturity, enabling her to mature in her emotional and home life. Keith grows in self-esteem through this relationship, believing that Nicole respects his integrity. On the
whole this is a positive combination for an enduring, long-term relationship such as marriage.

Keith's Saturn Trine Nicole's Jupiter
Orb 2°08' Applying

A strong bond is formed as a result of this combination of the planets Jupiter and Saturn, in which both Nicole and Keith learn a great deal from
each other. In many ways Nicole and Keith take an opposing approach to their relationship. Nicole is more adventurous, keen to explore new
territories. She takes a somewhat philosophical approach to this relationship. On the other hand Keith is cautious, often taking a slower and
more practical outlook. Fortunately they enjoy these opposing qualities, finding equilibrium in their relationship. Keith finds his day enlivened by
Nicole's personality. In turn Nicole enjoys having a stable and patient companion to bounce her ideas off. Keith learns much from Nicole's wisdom, gaining a greater understanding of his own nature. Together Nicole and Keith can achieve much success in either their personal lives or a
joint project.

Keith's Saturn Conjunction Nicole's Saturn
Orb 4°10' Separating

The role of the planet Saturn is important in relationships, particularly partnerships that require a long-term commitment. Both Keith and
Nicole's ability to work through difficulties in a positive and compassionate manner play an important part in any combination of relationship
planets that include the planet Saturn. This serious planet can represent either stability and security that enhances individual's lives, or restrictions and constraint that eventually erodes confidence. It can indicate a sharing or conflict of values. In this case it is likely that Keith and
Nicole share common values and enjoy a committed relationship that embraces the positive traits of fellowship and co-operation. They both
take this union seriously and respect each other enough to continue to work through any difficult moments. They may also believe that they were
meant for each other, perhaps experiencing a moment of recognition when they first meet.

Keith's Saturn Conjunction Nicole's Chiron
Orb 7°33' Applying

When Keith and Nicole first meet, they experience a deep-seated feeling that they have met before. There is a sense in which both know that

they are meeting in order to help each other learn more about their life's journey. Perhaps they have met in order to settle past scores or so that
they can each leave behind painful relationship memories and build a new and more meaningful union. Although a certain feeling of discomfort
can underlay this relationship, on the whole it is a positive one in which both Keith and Nicole steadily grow more emotional secure. They are
able to build firm foundations in this relationship, which augurs well for other areas of their lives.

Keith's Saturn Sesquisquare Nicole's Neptune
Orb 0°16' Applying

The planet Saturn is a vital ingredient in relationship astrology. It is the planet that represents stability and commitment and is seen by astrologers as the necessary glue that holds a relationship together on a long-term basis. Of course not everyone is seeking long-term commitment, but
for those who are Saturn is a welcome sign. In this case, however, the planet Neptune negates some of the influence of Saturn. The planet Neptune is one that dissolves and confuses matters. So on the one hand Keith and Nicole feel strongly drawn to each other, but on the other hand
they have difficulty maintaining a meaningful relationship. At first Keith and Nicole may experience a feeling that their relationship was written in the stars. In other words they may feel as though they were destined to meet and form a union. This could be a personal relationship or a
friendship that involves a spiritual, artistic or philanthropic project. Whatever the form of their relationship, Keith and Nicole initially enjoy a
meaningful bond. The difficulty lies in the long term. Keith and Nicole begin to feel that they are pulling in opposite directions. They need to
respect each other's differences in order for the relationship to succeed in the long term. Of course they may both agree that their union was destined to be for a short period only.

Keith's Saturn Quincunx Nicole's Ascendant
Orb 0°58' Applying

The planet Saturn is a vital ingredient in relationship astrology. It is the planet that represents stability and commitment and is seen by astrologers as the necessary glue that holds a relationship together on a long-term basis. Of course not everyone is seeking long-term commitment, but
for those who are Saturn is a welcome sign. This is particularly true of connections between one person's Saturn and another person's Sun,
Moon, Ascendant or Nodes. In this case Keith's Saturn is combining with Nicole's Ascendant indicating that this is a significant relationship.
Keith and Nicole feel strongly drawn to each other, perhaps experiencing a sense that their relationship was written in the stars. In other words
they may feel as though they were destined to meet and form a union. Although this is an important union both Keith and Nicole could experience some difficulties. Nicole may sometimes feel overwhelmed by Keith's expectations. On the other hand Keith may sometimes think that
Nicole does not live up to expectations. Nevertheless this is a significant relationship and Keith and Nicole are committed to working through
any problems.

Keith's Chiron Square Nicole's Sun
Orb 2°54' Separating

This combination of the Sun and the asteroid Chiron is a difficult one, presenting both Nicole and Keith with the challenge of reassessing their
life goals in order that they may head in new directions. This relationship is a significant one enabling both Nicole and Keith to grow and
change, but only after some soul searching. As a result of this union Nicole may discover new talents and a new sense of self and Keith may find
a new role as a teacher or healer. However, initially they have to overcome old hurts which stand in the way of honest communication. The path
to greater self-understanding is not always smooth and this relationship is one of the lessons on the journey. Through delving into past hurts,
this union can be a healing one and through each other Nicole and Keith can learn valuable lessons. It is important that Nicole and Keith develop compassion and understanding for each other. Otherwise they may unwittingly contribute to further emotional pain.

Keith's Chiron Trine Nicole's Mercury
Orb 5°08' Applying

Kind and gentle communication is an essential ingredient for success in this relationship. Through considerate interaction Nicole and Keith can
develop a warm and loving relationship, whether this be a love union, work association, student and teacher connection or friendship. There is a
childlike quality to this liaison, possibly Nicole and Keith share a love of children or enjoy recapturing some of their lost childhood. Through this
relationship Nicole learns a vital life lesson, one that furthers her spiritual journey. In some way Keith helps Nicole to let go of intellectual insecurities, paving the way for a more wholesome approach to learning. It is possible that Nicole is a student of Keith's. In return Keith realises
new skills, in particular that of communicating information with compassion and empathy.

Keith's Chiron Conjunction Nicole's Chiron
Orb 3°40' Separating

The asteroid Chiron is not a major influence on this relationship. It indicates a shared sense of values. These values could stem from Keith and
Nicole sharing similar social backgrounds, or perhaps they both experienced a similar painful childhood experience. This hurtful memory could
increase their understanding of each other. It is also possible that Keith and Nicole have a common bond as students, teachers, patients or healers.

Keith's Chiron Opposition Nicole's Uranus
Orb 5°34' Applying

Healing and growth are possible in this relationship, but the road to new understandings is bumpy. The challenge for Nicole and Keith is to forgive and forget loved ones, who have hurt them in the past so that they can move forward in their lives. Nicole may force radical changes in
Keith's life, which are initially painful but eventually prove healing in certain ways. Keith's insecurities may prompt Nicole to re-evaluate her

commitments to the relationship. The success of this relationship will largely depend on other aspects of Nicole and Keith's union.

Keith's Chiron Trine Nicole's Neptune
Orb 4°02' Applying

The healing powers of nature, music and the arts may play a significant role in this union. Nicole and Keith have a romantic and empathetic relationship, in which they both place importance on gentle and loving communication. As a result they are able to forgive and forget loved ones
who have hurt them in the past, and move slowly towards a better understanding of their innermost selves and each other. The artistic and spiritual side of Nicole's nature proves particularly healing for Keith. Under Nicole's gentle influence, Keith is able to heal past emotional wounds
and better express himself. Together they may take part in a spiritual, healing or artistic project.

Keith's Chiron Opposition Nicole's Pluto
Orb 7°59' Applying

Personal growth is one theme in this relationship, but the path to greater understanding is not smooth. Both Nicole and Keith have difficulty
coping with the intensity of this relationship, which challenges them at a deeply personal level. Memories of emotionally painful moments in
previous relationships are brought to the surface and need to be resolved so that this relationship can succeed. At times Nicole and Keith fear
the demands of this union may be too much. The challenge is for them both to forgive and forget the past and embrace the present and the future.
They need to be willing to live life to the fullest, breaking free of habits or anything that blocks their progress in life. There may be a strong sense
of destiny attached to this union, and Nicole and Keith may be at the centre of organisations involved with spiritual matters, personal growth,
medicine and medical breakthroughs.

Keith's Uranus Square Nicole's Sun
Orb 1°56' Applying

This is a relationship full of verve and romance, particularly in the first throes of love. Nicole and Keith are attracted to each other from the moment that they first meet and continue to experience excitement and joy in each other's company. Despite this sense of adventure, Nicole and
Keith may have trouble maintaining a committed, long-term relationship. This combination of the Sun and the planet Uranus suggest more an
erratic and thrilling relationship, rather than a stable one. The initial enthusiasm can fade as Nicole and Keith begin to experience the need to
accommodate each other's needs and desires in this union. Nicole and Keith are each determined to maintain their individuality, which can present problems for any union that requires compromise. Nicole and Keith both want to do things their own way and become rebellious if the other
person presents any obstacles. This is particularly true for Keith, who stresses his individuality and can be unwilling to adjust to the demands of
a serious relationship. Keith does not want to be overridden by what he perceives as Nicole's strong personality and may have problems showing
a long-term commitment. Likewise Nicole believes that Keith stands in the way of her expressing her true nature. On a more positive note this

association brings something new and original into Nicole and Keith's lives and they both feel enlivened as a result. The long-term success of
this union may depend on other connections between Nicole and Keith's astrology charts.

Keith's Uranus Opposition Nicole's Chiron
Orb 2°42' Applying

Healing and growth are possible in this relationship, but the road to new understandings is bumpy. The challenge for Keith and Nicole is to forgive and forget loved ones, who have hurt them in the past so that they can move forward in their lives. Keith may force radical changes in
Nicole's life, which are initially painful but eventually prove healing in certain ways. Nicole's insecurities may prompt Keith to re-evaluate his
commitments to the relationship. The success of this relationship will largely depend on other aspects of Keith and Nicole's union.

Keith's Uranus Conjunction Nicole's Uranus
Orb 6°32' Separating

This combination of the planets Uranus indicates an electric connection which excites both Keith and Nicole. They feel that they are on the
same intellectual wavelength, and welcome each other's creative ideas. Together they enjoy innovative projects. Technology, science, politics,
the environment, metaphysics and world events may spark their curiosity. The key is intellectual stimulation and joint discovery of new uncharted territories. Their relationship undergoes periods of upheaval, but on the whole both Keith and Nicole prefer the unexpected changes to
settling into a routine. Together Keith and Nicole are able to enjoy independence, enabling each other plenty of freedom to pursue their individual activities.

Keith's Neptune Trine Nicole's Mercury
Orb 2°18' Separating

This is an inspirational relationship whether it be a romance, friendship or a creative working partnership. Both Nicole and Keith feel excited by
this union. Their imaginations are enlivened. In particular Nicole's ideas are encouraged by Keith's creative input, enabling her to better express
herself. It's possible that they work together on a creative project. Communication has an easy flow, more intuitive than concrete. Nicole and
Keith establish an empathetic bond which enables them both to exchange their thoughts and feelings with ease. If involved in a romantic liaison
then Nicole and Keith are likely to feel very much in love, viewing their union through rose-coloured glasses. Whatever the nature of the relationship, it is likely that Nicole and Keith share an interest in the arts, a spiritual path or a philanthropic activity.

Keith's Neptune Trine Nicole's Chiron
Orb 6°30' Applying

The healing powers of nature, music and the arts may play a significant role in this union. Keith and Nicole have a romantic and empathetic re-

lationship, in which they both place importance on gentle and loving communication. As a result they are able to forgive and forget loved ones
who have hurt them in the past, and move slowly towards a better understanding of their innermost selves and each other. The artistic and spiritual side of Keith's nature proves particularly healing for Nicole. Under Keith's gentle influence, Nicole is able to heal past emotional wounds
and better express herself. Together they may take part in a spiritual, healing or artistic project.

Keith's Neptune Conjunction Nicole's Neptune
Orb 1°11' Separating

This planetary combination of Neptune is not a significant one in relationship astrology. It indicates common values, which can help form a basis for a relationship. However, many other combinations of planets will make a more significant contribution to this union between Keith and
Nicole.

Keith's Pluto Sextile Nicole's Mercury
Orb 0°55' Separating

An intense relationship is the result of this combination of the planets Mercury and Pluto, with communication playing a key role. Consequently it is vital that both Nicole and Keith communicate honestly, keeping all emotions and thoughts out in the open. This helps them to keep
the relationship dynamic rather than volcanic. If Nicole and Keith enjoy penetrating discussions and passionate pastimes then all is well. If they
don't then their union could become overwhelming, particularly for Nicole. Together they experience a change of perception which is ultimately
rewarding, although initially could be disruptive. Notably Keith challenges Nicole's way of viewing the world. This can be an excellent combination for personal and spiritual growth. Consequently it is an ideal combination for a therapist and client relationship. It can also be beneficial
for an intimate relationship or friendship, if both partners enjoy intensity, and a demanding working association.

Keith's Pluto Opposition Nicole's Chiron
Orb 7°53' Applying

Personal growth is one theme in this relationship, but the path to greater understanding is not smooth. Both Keith and Nicole have difficulty
coping with the intensity of this relationship, which challenges them at a deeply personal level. Memories of emotionally painful moments in
previous relationships are brought to the surface and need to be resolved so that this relationship can succeed. At times Keith and Nicole fear
the demands of this union may be too much. The challenge is for them both to forgive and forget the past and embrace the present and the future.
They need to be willing to live life to the fullest, breaking free of habits or anything that blocks their progress in life. There may be a strong sense
of destiny attached to this union, and Keith and Nicole may be at the centre of organisations involved with spiritual matters, personal growth,
medicine and medical breakthroughs.

Keith's Pluto Conjunction Nicole's Uranus
Orb 1°20' Separating

Although not a major contributor to this relationship, the combination of the planets Uranus and Pluto indicates common values. A drive for
growth and change is at the basis of this relationship. Nicole and Keith complement each other whenever they join forces. Nicole is likely to be
the one who seeks answers and innovative ways of approaching tasks while Keith provides the answers after delving into his own personal resources.

Keith's Pluto Sextile Nicole's Neptune
Orb 0°11' Applying

This planetary combination of Neptune and Pluto is not a significant one in relationship astrology. It indicates common values, which can help
form a basis for a relationship. However, many other combinations of planets will make a more significant contribution to this union between
Nicole and Keith.

Keith's Pluto Conjunction Nicole's Pluto
Orb 3°45' Separating

This planetary combination of Pluto is not a significant one in relationship astrology. It indicates common values, which can help form a basis
for a relationship. However, many other combinations of planets will make a more significant contribution to this union between Keith and
Nicole.

Keith's Ascendant Square Nicole's Saturn
Orb 1°26' Applying

The planet Saturn is a vital ingredient in relationship astrology. It is the planet that represents stability and commitment and is seen by astrologers as the necessary glue that holds a relationship together on a long-term basis. Of course not everyone is seeking long-term commitment, but
for those who are Saturn is a welcome sign. This is particularly true of connections between one person's Saturn and another person's Sun,
Moon, Ascendant or Nodes. In this case Nicole's Saturn is combining with Keith's Ascendant indicating that this is a significant relationship.
Nicole and Keith feel strongly drawn to each other, perhaps experiencing a sense that their relationship was written in the stars. In other words
they may feel as though they were destined to meet and form a union. Although this is an important union both Nicole and Keith could experience some difficulties. Keith may sometimes feel overwhelmed by Nicole's expectations. On the other hand Nicole may sometimes think that
Keith does not live up to expectations. Nevertheless this is a significant relationship and Nicole and Keith are committed to working through
any problems.

Keith's North Node Sesquisquare Nicole's Moon
Orb 1°09' Separating

This is a significantl combination in relationship astrology, indicating a strong emotional bond with far-reaching consequences for both Nicole
and Keith. When and Nicole and Keith meet chances are that their emtional lives are irrevocably changed by the experience of their union.
Whether lovers, friend or colleagues Nicole and Keith have to contend with strong feelings. It is possible that their relationship is fraught with
emotional difficulties which need to be overcome in order for the bond to be long-lasting. There is a saying, "the path to true love is not easy".
This is certainly true for Nicole and Keith.

Keith's North Node Sextile Nicole's Sun
Orb 1°26' Separating

Both the Sun and the Nodes individually are significant in relationship astrology. The combination of the Sun and the Nodes indicates that
this is an important personal relationship, one that changes the course of Nicole's life and helps Keith shine brightly in his. Nicole and Keith
feel strongly drawn to each other, perhaps experiencing a sense that their relationship was written in the stars. In other words they may feel as
though they were destined to meet and form a union. Whether the path of this relationship is smooth or rough, Nicole and Keith's paths were
meant to cross. The nature of this association depends largely on other aspects of Nicole and Keith's charts. Passion may ignite if the right ingredients are involved, or friendship may be most appropriate.

